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                                          Internet Marketing Basics

                                                              A beginner’s course for a shallow immersion in the field of marketing. During this time, you will get acquainted with a small amount of material, but you will receive manuals
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                                          Online course “Landing Page Creation”

                                                              An online course that will teach you how to design, design, launch effective conversion landing pages and increase the number of customers. The course consists of five lectures. The lectures
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                                          Google AdWords Advertising Basics

                                                              This course will teach you how to properly set up contextual advertising for Google so that search will only show advertisements to those users who are interested in them. The
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Internet marketing is a set of tools that help to significantly increase sales, regardless of the field of activity. On the course, students will get acquainted with contextual advertising, promotion in social networks, SEO and email marketing. Knowledge in these areas will allow you to understand how to attract customers, increase organic traffic, develop a company image, research the market and analyze competing companies.




Internet marketer is responsible for business development in the digital environment




The demand for a specialist is growing every year. An Internet marketer forms a set of tools for product promotion and evaluates their effectiveness. Knows how to work with analytics, test hypotheses, create engaging content and build communication with the audience.




Out Teachers







Mellie Collins








	Strategic Marketing, Competitive Analysis, Website Design
	content: posting on social networks, texts of letters, texts on sites and landings
	targeted advertising on social networks: developing a promotion strategy, setting up advertising campaigns, evaluating effectiveness








Douglas Rogahn








	development of SMM strategies: community development, creative component of advertising promotion, viral marketing, event marketing;
	email marketing: creating a strategy, developing a creative part (design and copywriting), implementing sales letter chains;








Adrian Robel








	internet project management, management of complex projects in the field of Internet marketing
	building an SMM strategy, developing a promotion strategy in social networks
	analysis of the effectiveness of online advertising












A strong internet marketer is distinguished by a deep knowledge of at least one tool
For example, he knows how to work with SEO-promotion, set up contextual or targeted advertising. Business always needs such specialists.




It is important for a beginner not only to gain basic knowledge of Internet marketing, but also to delve deeper into at least one of the digital channels – to learn how to conduct it independently. Handy marketers are highly regarded in the market.




The aim of the course is to help you practice the skills of an Internet marketer and immerse you in a specialization that will open up new career opportunities




What will you learn




Conduct research and formulate hypotheses
Study the market, determine the target audience, analyze competitors and detach from them




Use key promotion tools
Work with different digital channels: mix them, determine the promotion budget and evaluate the effectiveness




Create a marketing strategy
Develop positioning and USP, launch a product on the market, draw up a content plan




Work with analytics
Set up analytics and track promotion results on audience behavior and traffic




Calculate KPIs and manage results
Define marketing KPIs to achieve your goals




Satisfy customer needs through the product
Determine the value of the product and help communicate its value to the target market




A good specialist understands all areas of marketing. Moreover, in some of them he has deeper knowledge. Business owners are always on the hunt for generalist marketers who see the big picture.




Our Certifications





Check out Excel online courses in Canada to add extra skills to your CV






OmniPapers.com offers a list of top 10 dissertation writing services, where you can pick the right company that will help you with your thesis.






Get a professional coding assignment help at cwassignments.com – online programming help provider. Professional programmers know how to deal with tight deadlines and complex projects.






Are you searching for ways to promote an online casino? Whether you’re in online casino development, gameplay or digital promotion, the people of Roo Casino help you grow and enjoy the overall experience. We are an Australian online gambling platform that moves fast and breaks things such as sales records and online casino competitors’ hearts. The only thing our team doesn’t break? Our promises. We have more win stories than others have customers. We’ve been providing starters and pro gamblers with 600+ white-labeled game products from 20+ software providers and ultra-complex gambling services since 2017.






Slot machines from the world brand parimatch online casino for players from Ukraine. Go and get a lot of bonuses and impressions.






4rabet casino is the one stop online casino spot for you to comfortable and securely play all your favorite casino games without worries, the casino gaming catalog is filled with different variants of popular online casino games like slots, blackjack.






In general, Narrative BI is a great Facebook Ads reporting tool dedicated to Ads creation and its analysis. If you want to try this tool, feel free to create an account and explore Narrative BI.





We received a thank you from TopKasynoOnline.com and its sister project, Casino Spin Bounty. Our company works with the support of such patrons and we are grateful for their help.






Explore Essay Writing Services Reviews with Nocramming. Find Your Perfect Essay Writer for Quality, Reliability, and Exceptional Results!”






          

  



    
                    
                
                                        
                        
                          			The actual results of using the knowledge and skills acquired in our school depend on your goals. CEOs of enterprises and start-ups will get a higher return on advertising campaigns, will be able to choose an approach to the target audience and make more rational use of the marketing budget.
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